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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is mandatory to make G/L accounts ready for postings? 

A. A chart of account segment and at least one company code segment 

B. A company code segment and at least one cost element 

C. A chart of account segment and at least one cost element 

D. A chart of account segment and at least one functional area 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

During reorganization, two cost centers are merged, and all future postings should go to only one of them. If postings
are made to the wrong cost center in future FI-postings, your customer wants to ensure that the wrong cost center is
automatically replaced by the correct one. 

What will you recommend? 

A. Define two substitutions for the Line Item call-up point. 

B. Define a substitution in FI with the wrong cost center as a prerequisite and the correct one as the substituted value. 

C. Create a user-specific program to substitute the wrong cost centers automatically overnight. 

D. Define a validation in CO to ensure that the functional area is filled in the cost center master. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

What are the advantages of the Payment Medium Workbench (PMW)? (Choose three) 

A. It can be used to change payment formats without modifying the programs. 

B. It automatically creates direct debits. 

C. It can be used to create new payment formats. 

D. It provides a uniform set of functions for all kinds of payment methods. 

E. It activates the automatic import of settings related to changes in payment transaction laws. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following is a typical sequence of steps in a Purchase to Pay process? 

A. Purchase requisition -> Goods issue -> Purchase verification -> Invoice receipts -> Payment 

B. Purchase order -> Purchase requisition -> Goods receipt -> Invoice verification -> Payment 

C. Purchase requisition -> Purchase order -> Goods receipt -> Invoice verification -> Payment 

D. Purchase requisition -> Goods verification -> Purchase receipts -> Invoice receipts -> Payment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You have entered a non-invoice-related credit memo and selected the term of payment "Net due 30 days". The Invoice
Reference field is empty (it contains neither a document number nor a V). 

What effect does this have on the term of payment? 

A. The term of payment is copied from the last valid invoice of the customer. 

B. An error occurs. 

C. The term of payment is valid. 

D. The term of payment is invalid. 

Correct Answer: D 
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